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Digital Broadcasting in Japan
- Digital satellite television broadcasting started in December 2000.
- Digital terrestrial broadcasting has begun in the three major metropolitan
areas of Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya in December 2003.
- The government's plan describes a schedule for broadcasting to have
started in all major cities by the end of 2006.
- These new form of broadcasting bring transformation in Japanese
Broadcasting: digital technology will lead to new function and interactivity
for television.
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Digital Terrestrial Television Broadcasting
Characteristics
• High-quality audio-visual services
featuring HDTV.
• Various forms of data broadcasting
(national and local services).
• Motion picture services for portable
terminals.
• Multi-view broadcasting that will
implement multi-channel services for
standard picture TV broadcasting.
• High-quality video services without
"ghost interference" (doubling of TV
images), or noise.
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Growing Expectations for New Broadcasting
In November 1998, NHK conducted a survey on the needs for new
television services. As the results, people want anytime news and weather
information the most, followed by anytime programs and movies, indicating
that viewer expectations are growing for the early realization of home
servers, which provide “anytime” functions.
Anytime news and weather information
Anytime programs and movies
Automatic access to recorded programs
Sharper pictures
Access to information related to the program on the air
Function to turn off programs unsuitable for children
Able to learn at one's own level
Able to make a copy of the image on the screen
Three-dimensional programs
Easy channel selection from among over 100 channels
Access on the Internet
Pictures that let you feel acceleration and gravity
Able to change the outcome of dramas

65％
55％
32％
30％
28％
25％
23％
22％
21％
18％
17％
11％
4％

Source: Survey by NHK Broadcasting Culture Research Institute (the survey covered a total of
2,892 people aged 16 or older in Japan in November 1998.)
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Broadcasting System based on Home Server
A broadcasting system based on home servers utilizes a receiver equipped
with high-capacity storage function and communication network function.
The broadcasting service for the Server-Based Receivers is called
"Broadcasting Service based on Home Servers".
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Broadcasting Service based on Home Server
A broadcasting system based on home servers will promote diverse TV
viewing styles, such as viewing programs at exactly the preferred time or
retrieving only pieces of programs, by using metadata provided by the
broadcaster.
Broadcaster

Home
Program

Metadata*
Content Description
Instance Description
Consumer
Segmentation

* Metadata
Internet
“Data about data”,
program related information

Copy

Home Server
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Standardization of New Broadcasting System (1)
Objective
Development and standardization of production, query,
storage and delivery systems suitable for services with
respect to the new broadcasting system based on Home
Servers.
System Scope
Broadcasting
Program Exchange
Network
Contents
Provider

Service
Provider

Home Network
Delivery Service
Network Consumer

Internet

Home
Storage
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Standardization of New Broadcasting System (2)
Concepts behind standardization
- Ability to secure continuity and matching with the
conventional broadcasting system so that there is no
contradiction between existing broadcasting services and
broadcasting services based on home servers.
- Ability to secure the diversity of the services and flexibility for
future expansion of broadcasting based on home servers.
- Ability to protect the rights of content and ensure security for
steady development of the contents industry.
- Need to maximize compatibility with international standards
so as to facilitate the distribution of contents and reduce the
price of equipment.
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Standardization of New Broadcasting System (3)
Standardization of broadcasting system for new television
broadcasting services
In October 1999, ARIB* set up a WG to develop and standardize a
broadcasting system based on home servers. It works closely with the TV
Anytime Forum to coordinate international standardization work.
In February 2003, ARIB STD-B38 has been established.
Broadcasting System Based on Home Servers
WG
Steering AHG

Service & Functionality
AHG

System
TG

Metadata
TG

Payment & Security
TG

* ARIB: Association of Radio Industries and Businesses
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Service Scenarios on The New Broadcasting (1)
Digital Terrestrial Broadcasting for Mobile & Portable
Receivers
In the near future (by March, 2006), digital terrestrial broadcasting will be
receivable on cellular phones or portable TV receivers. For this kind of
reception, we are studying new network-linked data broadcast services that
combine narrow-band broadcasting and information through a
communications network.
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Service Scenarios on The New Broadcasting (2)
Broadcasting Services Based on Home Servers
- Storage/reception of broadcast contents, and new services combined with the Internet links
¾Using broadcast programs and program-related contents via the Internet
¾combining contents seamlessly from broadcasts, communications, and home servers
using metadata
¾Protecting content copyrights using advanced CAS (Super CAS)
- TVs will become in-home integrated services television that combine broadcasts and
communications.
Broadcasting

Contents

Metadata
Various services are possible
with simple operations
Home
gateway
Internet

Integrated services television on broadcast
and telecommunications network

Home network
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Service Scenarios on The New Broadcasting (3)
Integrated Services Television
In the near future, the TV, as “ the most familiar” medium, will likely develop
into a gateway to the information society. Digital television could become
indispensable as a medium providing new services that link broadcasting
and the Internet.
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Service Scenarios on The New Broadcasting (4)
Content and Metadata distribution model
BS/CS
Digital broadcasting
Content

Metadata

Home

Service Provider

Content

Metadata

Digital Terrestrial
Broadcasting

Content Provider

License
Content

Metadata

Home Network

License
Metadata

Metadata Provider

Content

Advanced CAS/DRM
¾ Link broadcasting, internet, and
stored content
¾ Usage control (Copy, Redistribution…, etc)

Metadata

Internet (Optical Fiber, DSL)
Communication / Internet Service Provider
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Introduction of RMP System
- Advanced Conditional Access System (CAS)
While a broadcasting system based on home servers will offer a wide
range of TV viewing styles by using metadata, it also requires a
mechanism for content usage control as designated by the broadcaster.
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Overview of Advanced CAS
An advanced CAS performs viewing control and content rights
protection.
Features
-With a single CAS card, it achieves low-cost content rights
protection as well as viewing control for the content
distributed via the Internet and stored content.
-The broadcaster can set up detailed control conditions in
relation to digital content usage.
-The licensing information required for viewing a program can
be acquired via broadcasting or the Internet.
Ex. When the viewer wishes to watch expired content, he
or she can obtain a license with a new expiration date.
-This technology enables a secure environment for content
and metadata by preventing tampering, ensuring that only
metadata approved by the broadcaster can be utilized.
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Evolution of RMP System
Integrated Services Television
Broadcasting
Internet

The full implementation of
“Integrated Services
television” will have an
advanced CAS. It will
support the e-government.

Home Server

“Integrated Services”

Advanced
Services

e-Commerse / Authentication
poor
content
distribution

Content Rights management and Protection
Digital Broadcasting Service

Non RMP

RMP

CAS

Basic
Services

Internet Service

Advanced CAS
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Summary
¾ Digital terrestrial broadcasting has started in
Japan, and it provides diverse services.
¾ Standards of broadcasting system based on
home servers has been established, which
enables the diversity of the services and
flexibility for future expansion.
¾ The TV of the future will be positioned as an
“Integrated services television” for the home that
promotes rich broadcasting content distribution.
¾ Advanced CAS (Conditional Access System) is
the key for the services on the new broadcasting
system.
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